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For the History Department in your Library a new series of 
Ancient, Medieval, and Modern History in a new and unique
arrangement.

By R. L. ASHLEY

EARLY EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION - $1.60
also in two volumes
Ancient Civilization - 1.20
Medieval Civilization - 1.20

MODERN EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION - 1.20

The features are BREVITY, but withal being vital and progressive: 
SIMPLICITY, which is an essential to any High School pupil : 
CONTINUITY, there are no breaks in the story : PROPORTION, 
based on the comparative values of topics to be covered : 
ORGANIZATION, which is a guarantee against confusion and 
bewilderment : Foot-notes, Marginal Indexes, Studies, Questions, 
various other Aids, and magnificent Illustrations.

PUT THESE ON YOUR NEXT ORDERS.

MACMILLANS TORONTO

THE “TOUCH OF NATURE” 
THAT MAKES US “KIN.”

We do not all realize the humanity of Nature in the fields atnd woods.
Here we list three volumes that will help you do this. They are most attractive in form 

and matter, and open up a vista of delightful study that will be appreciated by every lover 
of Nature.
THE HUMAN SIDE OF BIRDS. By Royal Dixon.

With every statement based on fact, the author shows that many qualities 
of and occupations in the human world have their parallels in the bird world.
He tells of birds who are policemen, athletes, divers, bakers; birds who main
tain courts of justice and military organizations.

Four illustrations in colour and 32 in black and white................................... .. . $1.60
THE HUMAN SIDE OF TREES. By Royal Dixon and Franklyn E. Fitch.

Mr. Dixon, in collaboration with Mr. Fitch, tells us convincingly and 
interestingly, in this unusual book, many little-known facts about tiees.
He tells of trees that build cities, trees with a personality, fashionable trees, 
trees with a college education, trees that keep a diary, the business methods 
of trees that travel and manufacture, musical trees, etc.

Four illustrations in colour and 32 from actual photographs........................... $1.60
THE MYSTERIES OF THE FLOWERS. By Herbert W. Faulkner.

The “ Life Story of Plants ” told in simple, thrilling language. It imbues 
the reader with a new interest in his native wild flowers, by showing him what 
they are like, how they live and how they distribute their seeds. The inter
dependence of flower and insect is interestingly set forth.

Eight plates in colour and 143 drawings by the author..................................... $2.00

Order from—LIBRARY DEPARTMENT

WILLIAM BRIGGS, Publisher
TORONTO ONTARIO
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